


IS so much more important, as the translators thereby have defined sev-

eral botanical terms in a clear and concise manner, at least so that several

of these are easily to be used also in descriptions of other families. The
second part contains the more systematic treatment of the genera, pre-

ceded by a key to the tribes. Diagnoses have also been given to not less

than 313 genera, which is an increase of fifteen genera over the number
recorded by Bentham and Hooker. It is also a good improvement, made
by the translators, that the respective number of each genus in Bentham
and Hooker's Genera Plantarum has been inserted in parenthesis before

the generic names, which facilitates ready reference to that work and at

the same time shows the diversity between nfie systems of classification

adopted.

It is also to be remarked, that a number of notes and observations
have been added to the translation by Profs. Hackeland Scribner, so that

It la even more complete than the original work. The book contains

numerous good figures, most of which have been obtained from older

authors, as for instance, Gray, Kunth, Jfees v. Esenbeok, Trinius, and
others.

But while an attempt has been made, as it seems successfully, in re-

gard to the identification of the genera of the grasses in a more complete
atage with the flowers developed, then the next stage should be to teach

how to distinguish them before the blooming, by characters taken for in -

stance from the leaves or rhizomes. Several attempts have already been
wade in this line by European botanists, and with great success, so that

It has been proved that in many cases the 1

nguish a genus or even a specie This would 1

a great help to the farmers and field botanists, but at the sarx

he sheath, whether open or closed, which show a large v£
in the same genus. And the internal structure of the leaf,

«

a low power of the microscope, will undoubtedly show man;
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now as "an introduction to the study of botany, for use in high schools

especially, but sufficiently comprehensive to serve also as a beginning

^°°^^|jj^^08t colleges." ^It comes aJso as " a strong protest against the

down a plant by means of an ' analytical key,' the subject being ex-

hausted as soon as the name of the plant is discovered." With which
protest we are in complete sympathy. Fortunately we have begun to

see the decay of this notion of the province of botany and its destruction
from this time will be rapid.

Wemust doubt, however, whether it is not better for beginners to

get a conception first as to the gross anatomy of the flowering plants,

way " thtfr
^^^^ '^"^ ^ ""'^^"^ beginning in " the good old

their structures are likely to be obtaTned.Thich wHl bTdSu to eradi-

teacher, however, who is capable of using the book before us

ipable of imparting correct notions of the phanerogams,
uerem lies the chief difficulty as far as teaching botanv is concerned-

e trouble is not so much with the books as it is with the teachers. Few
will be found except in the high schools of the largest cities who are

competent to use the book now offered to them. If they are competent
we fear that the time required for its completion will prove a bar. It

must be conceded that this book can only be used bv a teacher wall-

dinea mgeneral morphology ^d histology, and with command of at

be ^T,""-
ho^'"^ daily-conditions hardly to

expected in our high schools and too seldom attained in our colleges.

almoYtT''''' ^ith classification that at times it

^relrT''"''r"*°^^^^^^«^"^°^ orders with their characters. K
inese parts are to be memorized they are too voluminous. If they are

ame' T.?? "fl
'^'^ condensed. In general its plan is the

part of th ? ""[^'^y'' Essentials of Botany, lacking the introductory
part of that and having a fuller account of individual representatives of

Ts^rr^"' "^^y mentioned here as curious that neither of

nil be .

Although T

imong the i

plan, it musT^
"'"^'^^^^^ with the authoi

publisher's work

said that Dr. Campbell has had a clear and definite plan

xecuted it well. The illustrations are nearly all new, -veil

engraved and suitable to the page. A few are too sketchy-

" " ^ idea of the structure represented. The

every way excellent.


